
Q.1. A) How logic is used in knowledge rep 
B) Explain Conceptual Dependency 

Q.2. Which is the Negation Normal Form of the statement? Explain step by step 

i. (V hasChild. (Female 113hasDegree.Doctor 

(3hasChild.(Female El 3 hasDegree.Docton) 

(12) 

(12) 
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Instructions to the Students: 

1. Each question carries 12 marks. 	 ? 
2. Attempt any five questions of the following. 
3. Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagram etc., wherever netessary. 
4. If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately assume it and should 

mention it clearly. 

v. (V hasChild. (-1 Female MhasDegree.Doctor)) 

in (V hasChild. (—i Female U VhasDegree. Docto 

iv. (V hasChild. (Female U VhasDegree. Doctor)) 

Q.3. Convert following sentence in to First yrder, Lo 	 (12) 
i. Jack owns a dog. 

ii. Every dog owner is an animal lover. c; 
iii. No animal lover kills an animal.v' 

<4. 
iv. Either Jack or Curiosity killed the cal, who is named Tuna. 

id curiosity kill the cat? Proof by resolution. 

Q.4. How does top down & bottom up reasoning used in plan applier mechanism? 	 (12) 

.5. A) Explain multi agent scenario in Epistemic logic. 	 (12) 
B) Write a notes on: 	

„ 
,D Axiomatic System 

c,0i) Recourse Description Framework 

Semantic Net 

A) Explain default logic in default reasoning. 	 (12) 
B) Using propositional logic, prove (d) from (a, b, c): 

1. P =(Q <4. R) 

(4. R) 

S A Q) =P 
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